Abstract-Preconditions indicate when it is permitted to use a given function. However, it is not always the case that both outcomes of a precondition are observed during testing. A precondition that is always false makes a function unusable; a precondition that is always true may turn out to be actually an invariant.
I. INTRODUCTION Contracts in software specify
under what preconditions a function may be used, such that it guarantees a welldefined outcome (postcondition) [13] . Eiffel [12] introduced such contracts as a language element by distinguishing between preconditions (that must be fulfilled by the caller), postconditions (that are guaranteed by the function), and invariants (consistency conditions that guarantee a well-defined state of a component). Other programming languages like Java use exceptions such as IllegalArgumentException or IllegalStateException to codify preconditions, in addition to assertions, which can represent preconditions, invariants, or postconditions [11] . The library of the Scala programming language [16] features assertions, assumptions (for static verification), postconditions, and the require function, which automatically throws an IllegalStateException if a requirement (precondition) is violated [17] .
Preconditions are also used in model-based testing. In that domain, many tools use extended finite state machines (EFSM) [9] as a mechanism to specify the behavior of the system under test (SUT). In an EFSM, transitions relate to pairs of states; the SUT must be in the right state for a transition to be executable. In addition to that, a transition function may optionally feature an enabling function (a precondition), which must hold for a transition to be executable. ModelJUnit [20] and Modbat [2] are two model-based testing tools that support such enabling functions.
Test coverage is an indicator of defect detection ability. High coverage is difficult to achieve [14] . We argue that preconditions should have full branch coverage (i. e., both the successful and the failing outcomes should be tested). A true outcome implies that the given function can be executed in at least one setting; a false outcome ensures that at least some cases that violate the requirements exist and are caught. In the context of model-based testing, the situation where all preconditions (in the test model) of all outgoing transitions are false, forces a test case to terminate. This situation is not always intentional, so detecting such cases may reveal flaws in a test model. Therefore, a precondition that is always true or always false indicates a problem. The problem may be that the existing test suite does not cover enough behaviors, so more diverse test cases are needed. However, it may also be the case that a precondition is always true, and hence actually an invariant; in this case it should be encoded as such. If a precondition is always false, the given function is unusable, as the precondition is too strong.
The intrinsic difficulty of achieving very high code coverage [14] may be responsible for the low coverage of such preconditions in current code. In this paper, we present the results of preliminary experiments on the Scala collection library and various Modbat test models. We show that in existing code, failed preconditions are almost never observed during testing. In test models, after a sufficient number of test cases has been generated, preconditions that are always true or always false provide valuable insights into flaws in the model. Corrections entail either a conversion of a precondition to an invariant, or strengthening or weakening a precondition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II shows related work. Our experiments are described in Section III. Section IV concludes and outlines future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In earlier work, we have investigated how parts of a system are never covered because of human bias by the modeler [4] , which causes the model to exclude valid test sequences. For object-oriented software, test cases are often designed to cover possible exceptions, but tend to stop at the first exception [8] , [19] . This bias was confirmed in our case studies for designing models for network libraries [2] , [3] . In this work, we present evidence for a bias for using valid parameters or states over invalid ones, which again shows that incorrect uses of libraries (including multiple incorrect uses) are not sufficiently considered by human testers.
Instead of being poorly tested, a precondition that always holds may simply be too general to be falsifiable. In hardware analysis, the problem of properties being trivially true has been well-known for two decades [7] . So-called vacuous properties include implications of type a → b, where the antecedent a is never true. Regardless of the value of b, such a property holds. However, because the second part of the formula becomes irrelevant, this case of an "antecedent failure" is likely not what the modeler intended [6] .
In software testing, modified condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) and similar test coverage criteria try to ensure that each part of a complex conditional statement is actually relevant for the outcome of a test suite [1] . For each location in the software code where compound conditionals exist, MC/DC demands that, among other criteria, each condition in a decision is shown to independently affect the outcome of the decision [21] . If a condition has no effect on the outcome of a decision, it is likely incorrect (too weak) or redundant. The application of coverage criteria on the model level is emerging work, with only a few relatively simple coverage criteria such as state, transition, and path coverage, being commonly used so far [1] . This work shows that precondition coverage merits being included in such metrics.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We analyze the outcome of preconditions in the regression test suite of Scala 2.11.7 [15] and several transition-based test models written for Modbat [2] . We chose the Scala library because it offers Eiffel-like contracts that can also be used by Modbat models, which itself is based on Scala as well.
A. Scala collection library
The Scala base library contains 579 files in version 2.11.7. Almost half of these (288 files) represent collections, algorithmic data structures such as lists, sets, and maps, and functions to access and modify them, such as iterators and filters.
Unfortunately, contracts were introduced relatively late (around version 2.8) [10] , when much of the Scala library was already written. Requirements (preconditions) are therefore relatively rare. Table I shows that require statements occur only 24 times in the entire library, spread over 16 files.
Other ways to express invalid uses of a function, such as the use of IllegalArgumentException or IllegalStateException, are also rather uncommon (see Table I ). We count these constructs together but elide IndexOutOfBoundsException, which is more parameter-specific and occurs 57 times in 41 files (in the collections, 35 times in 19 files). Most of the preconditions are in the collection classes, where 6 % of all files contain at least one such precondition. We compare this to the Eiffel library [12] , where the base libraries contain such data structures and other helper functions in 468 files, which contain 2236 require statements in 230 files. The entire Eiffel library of 682 files, contains 3318 require statements in 407 files. In Eiffel, the use of preconditions is therefore quite pervasive while they are still rather scarce in Scala.
We instrument the code to log all 39 uses of require statements, IllegalArgumentException, and IllegalStateException in the Scala collections. The instrumentation analyzes positive outcomes, where the requirement is fulfilled, and negative 
B. Modbat test models
Modbat [2] is a model-based test tool that allows a user to describe the usage of a system under test (SUT) using extended finite-state machines [9] . Such state machines allow for optional preconditions in a transition, which have to hold for a transition to become executable when the model is in the given state. Preconditions in Modbat models are executed at run-time and evaluated before the body of a transition function is executed. The remainder of the transition typically calls the SUT and verifies the outcome of its operation. Recent versions of Modbat evaluate the outcomes of all executions of each precondition in the model, and issue a warning if the outcome is always the same. 1) Collections: Java collections include lists, sets, and maps, and iterators that can access elements one by one. Iterators can only be used as long as the underlying collection has not been modified. The combination of list modifications and iterator usage yields a fairly complex model [5] . For a model representing lists, the number of warnings drops sharply with an increasing number of tests, as more model states are covered (see Figure 1) . Test generation time is linear in the number of tests, as all tests have a similar execution time.
2) Networking: This model tests java.nio.channels.ServerSocketChannel, a key component for non-blocking network operations in the Java library [18] . This model was created before Modbat issued warnings related to the same outcome of preconditions over all tests [2] , [3] . Figure 2 shows the number of warnings issued by Modbat against an increasing number of tests, and the test generation time.
At first, the number of warnings increases as the number of tests grows. This is because with very few tests, model coverage is low, so certain transitions are never executed, and hence no warnings are issued. The number of warnings peaks around 5,000-10,000 tests in this case. After that, the number of warnings decreases slightly with more tests, as they reveal new system and model states and therefore cover more precondition outcomes. After 50,000 tests, we hit a fixed point. Note: test generation time increases after 20,000 tests because the system needs time to "recycle" available network ports.
Manual inspection of the warnings shows three reasons for the six warnings (see Table III): 1) Preconditions are always true because they are established in the constructor of the model. In these cases, they can be changed to assertions to guard against changes in the model that would no longer establish these invariants.
2) The precondition is already checked in (a) the caller or (b) the preceding transition. As a model transition is only executed if all preconditions hold, any precondition that is checked twice will always evaluate to true when checked more than once, as false outcomes prevent further checks. These redundant checks can also be changed to assertions but may have to be changed back to preconditions if the model structure changes.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Preconditions describe the conditions under which a function may be used. In the Scala library, preconditions are currently not widely used, and poorly tested; some preconditions are never covered, while others are only tested for the successful case. In some of these cases, the test suite is too weak, in others, the preconditions is too general and may never fail, regardless of the input or system state.
In test models, preconditions describe when a test action is executable. If only one possible outcome of a precondition is covered even after many tests, this shows a likely flaw. A precondition that always fails may have to be relaxed to allow it to succeed; a precondition that never fails should probably be encoded as an assertion, to check the expected state of the test model. We found that these flaws exist in real test models.
Future work includes the analysis of mutually exclusive preconditions in test models. If all preconditions of all outgoing transitions of the current state are mutually exclusive, the choice of the next transition in that test model is deterministic. This is often a desirable trait for a test model or at least parts thereof. Validating this trait at run-time may provide further insight into possibly incorrect preconditions.
